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Site enquiries

Site operations
Dyer & Butler is the company managing the
next package of works from late February
2019 and this is set to last 7 months. The
work will involve diverting existing utilities
across the Westferry Printworks site,
including a new utilities infrastructure in
line with the current Planning Permission.
The main operating hours will be from 8am
until 5pm Monday to Friday, and there will
be the re-introduction of Saturday working
hours for this phase of works.

Should you need to contact
the site concerning site activity
outside of normal working
hours (5:00pm – 8:00am, Monday
to Sunday) please contact the
following:
1. Phone 24/7 site security on 		
07951 132866

2. Phone Westferry Developments
Site Manager on 07817 933067
Jolene Cooper and Rita Cooper
2 Starboard Way
if you cannot reach the 24/7 		
Isle of Dogs
London
number

Main operating hours

E14 8PE

19 July 2017
3. Phone the Westferry 			
Monday – Friday: 8:00am – 5:00pm
Developments Community
Dear Ms J and Ms R Cooper,
Liaison Managers on
Saturday: 8:00am – 1:00pm
Response to formal complaint
07487 804994 or
We would like to thank you for getting in touch and raising your concerns regarding the
07568 350410, as a further
demolition of the former Westferry Printworks. We appreciate your efforts in organising the
residents’ meeting last week,point
making the
arrangements and helping to chair the
ofvarious
contact.
meeting. The team found it very helpful to listen to all of your concerns and consider how we

Keep up to date

can help moving forwards.

Our newsletter is now issued as anInonline
response to your complaints and queries we have responded individually to each
numbered point and bullet point raised in your letter.
version which can be found at
1. We are sorry that you are experiencing no respite from the noise. Noise emissions on
www.westferryprintworks.co.uk/news.site fluctuate according to the types of activities undertaken. Impact breaking out of

General enquiries

materials takes place between 10.00 and 16.00 Mondays to Friday. Non-percussive
demolition activities take place between 08.00 and 17.00 Monday to Friday, and
between 08.00 and 13.00 on Saturdays. Noise emissions are closely monitored on
site to enable the team to stay within noise emission guidelines agreed by Tower
Hamlets. You may notice that the demolition team have been limiting the works
carried out on Saturday mornings, which we hope will provide some respite.

If you wish to receive a paper version or
Tel: 07487 804994 / 07568 350410
an email version, please contact Vern at
Email: westferrye14@
westferrye14@themorrisconsultancy.co.uk
2. Demolition work does invariably generate dust and is usually the dustiest stage of
themorrisconsultancy.co.uk
development works. The water cannons used on site are part of a series of dust
and include your return address for receipt
mitigation measures used to mitigate dust. Unfortunately dust cannot be eliminated
because of the nature
the emission. Dust can only be mitigated or suppressed.
Siteofaddress:
of future newsletters.
Please see further down in this letter more information on the dust mitigation
measures used at
the Westferry site.
Dust emissions 235
are closely monitored on site to
Westferry
Printworks,
enable the demolition team to stay within dust emission guidelines agreed by Tower
Westferry Road, Isle of Dogs,
Hamlets.
London
E14 8NX
Follow us on Twitter
3. The stockpile closest
to the Starboard
Way boundary was removed two weeks ago.
@WestferryE14 		
#WestferryE14
#Westferryprintworks
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We apologise that the proximity of stockpiled concrete to Starboard Way has alarmed
people, and caused people to be worry that garden walls would collapse. The garden
wall at the rear of Starboard Way has been deemed ‘safe’ by structural engineers
and surveys have indicated that the condition of the wall has not deteriorated since
the works commenced, nevertheless, we will be reinforcing the wall shortly.
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WESTFERRY PRINTWORKS
Welcome to the winter
edition of the Westferry
Printworks newsletter.
Our newsletter aims to keep
you up to date with the
redevelopment of the former
Westferry Printworks.

Headlines in brief:
- On-site update

Jolene Cooper and Rita Cooper
2 Starboard Way
Isle of Dogs
London
E14 8PE

- Arnhem Wharf Dig and
Cart site visit

On-site update
We are continuing with the installation of the
piling mat at the lower level, in advance of
future basement works on site and have been
carrying out surveys of underground utilities
in and around the site, including along Millwall
Outer Dock tow path, at the Millharbour site
entrance and along Westferry Road towards
the Docklands Sailing & Watersports Centre.
The works will complete mid-February and
the tow path will remain open to the public
throughout the works.

19 July 2017

Henry Construction will be de-mobilising
from site during February and this will include
the removal of cabins and heavy machinery
Response to formal complaint
- Keep up to date
from site.
We would like to thank you for getting in touch and raising your concerns regarding
the
- Site operations

Dear Ms J and Ms R Cooper,

demolition of the former Westferry Printworks. We appreciate your efforts in organising the
residents’ meeting last week, making the various arrangements and helping to chair the
meeting. The team found it very helpful to listen to all of your concerns and consider how we
can help moving forwards.
In response to your complaints and queries we have responded individually to each
numbered point and bullet point raised in your letter.

1. We are sorry that you are experiencing no respite from the noise. Noise emissions on
site fluctuate according to the types of activities undertaken. Impact breaking out of
materials takes place between 10.00 and 16.00 Mondays to Friday. Non-percussive
demolition activities take place between 08.00 and 17.00 Monday to Friday, and
between 08.00 and 13.00 on Saturdays. Noise emissions are closely monitored on
site to enable the team to stay within noise emission guidelines agreed by Tower
Hamlets. You may notice that the demolition team have been limiting the works
carried out on Saturday mornings, which we hope will provide some respite.
2. Demolition work does invariably generate dust and is usually the dustiest stage of
development works. The water cannons used on site are part of a series of dust
mitigation measures used to mitigate dust. Unfortunately dust cannot be eliminated
because of the nature of the emission. Dust can only be mitigated or suppressed.
Please see further down in this letter more information on the dust mitigation
measures used at the Westferry site. Dust emissions are closely monitored on site to
enable the demolition team to stay within dust emission guidelines agreed by Tower
Hamlets.
3. The stockpile closest to the Starboard Way boundary was removed two weeks ago.
We apologise that the proximity of stockpiled concrete to Starboard Way has alarmed
people, and caused people to be worry that garden walls would collapse. The garden
wall at the rear of Starboard Way has been deemed ‘safe’ by structural engineers
and surveys have indicated that the condition of the wall has not deteriorated since
the works commenced, nevertheless, we will be reinforcing the wall shortly.
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Arnhem Wharf Primary School site visit

Consultation Surgeries
We have set up Consultation Surgeries on site at
the Westferry Printworks development to give
residents the opportunity to come and discuss the
site activities at the development with us.
The meetings are designed to give you the chance
to learn more about the development and also
to discuss concerns that you may have in a more
focused setting.
The meetings must be booked in advance, and the
appointment dates are as follows, with contact
details below:

Jolene Cooper and Rita Cooper
2 Starboard Way
Isle of Dogs
London
E14 8PE

19 July 2017

19 July 2017

- Thursday 21st
Appointments between 08:30 – 12:30

Dear Ms J and Ms R Cooper,

Dear Ms J and Ms R Cooper,

March Dates

Response to formal complaint

Response to formal complaint

We would like to thank you for getting in touch and raising your concerns regarding the
demolition of the former Westferry Printworks. We appreciate your efforts in organising the
residents’ meeting last week, making the various arrangements and helping to chair the
meeting. The team found it very helpful to listen to all of your concerns and consider how we
can help moving forwards.

We wouldThe
like tochildren
thank you forqueued
getting in touch
and raising
concerns regarding the
patiently
inyour
their
Appointments
between
demolition of the former Westferry Printworks. We appreciate your efforts in organising
the
residents’high
meetingviz
last week,
making
the
various
arrangements
jackets for their chance and
to helping to chair the
meeting. The team found it very helpful to listen to all of your concerns and consider
how we 21st
- Thursday
can help moving
sit inforwards.
the cab, and even though the

In response to your complaints and queries we have responded individually to each
numbered point and bullet point raised in your letter.

In response
to your complaints
and queries
we have
individually to each
weather
was bitterly
cold
theresponded
children
numbered point and bullet point raised in your letter.

We are sorry
thatproject
you are experiencing
no respite from
the noise. Noise emissions
During a very cold day in November, 1.
pupils
The
was organised
in conjunction
with on
site fluctuate according to the types of activities undertaken. Impact breaking out of
materials takes
place between
and 16.00 Mondays
to Friday.
of Arnhem Wharf Primary School, aged 9 and
Green
Build 10.00
Environmental
Ltd
andNon-percussive
Henry
demolition activities take place between 08.00 and 17.00 Monday to Friday, and
between
08.00
and
13.00
on
Saturdays.
Noise
emissions
are
closely
monitored
10 years old were invited to join us on the
Construction, who are currently undertaking on
site to enable the team to stay within noise emission guidelines agreed by Tower
Hamlets. You
notice thaton
the demolition
teamthey
have been
limiting the works
Westferry Printworks site for a Dig and Cart
themayworks
site and
welcomed
90
carried out on Saturday mornings, which we hope will provide some respite.

project.

The aim of the visit was
Toolbox Talk explaining

who generate
gathered
onis usually
the the
site
during
2. Demolitionchildren
work does invariably
dust and
dustiest
stage of
development works. The water cannons used on site are part of a series of dust
the
morning
in
three
separate
sessions
and
mitigation measures used to mitigate dust. Unfortunately dust cannot be eliminated
because of the nature of the emission. Dust can only be mitigated or suppressed.
to give the children
a seeeveryone
had
a chance
to sit in
thedust
cab
of the
Please
further down in
this letter
more information
on the
mitigation
measures used at the Westferry site. Dust emissions are closely monitored on site to
the dangers of HGVs
HGV
with
foreman,
Chris
Dinley,
who
showed
enable the demolition team to stay within dust emission guidelines agreed by Tower
Hamlets.

and how the lorries are built for a better

them the workings of the cab.

3. The stockpile closest to the Starboard Way boundary was removed two weeks ago.

awareness of pedestrians and cyclists on We
theapologise that the proximity of stockpiled concrete to Starboard Way has alarmed
roads and pavements.

westferryprintworks.co.uk

February Dates

Jolene Cooper and Rita Cooper
2 Starboard Way
Isle of Dogs
London
E14 8PE

people, and caused people to be worry that garden walls would collapse. The garden
wall at the rear of Starboard Way has been deemed ‘safe’ by structural engineers
and surveys have indicated that the condition of the wall has not deteriorated since
the works commenced, nevertheless, we will be reinforcing the wall shortly.

- Monday 4th

14:00 – 18:00

Appointments between 08:30 – 12:30

really enjoyed their visit and as Martin

April Dates

1. We are sorry that you are experiencing no respite from the noise. Noise emissions on
site
fluctuateassistant
according toheadteacher
the types of activities
undertaken.
Crick,
said:
“The Impact breaking out of
materials takes place between 10.00 and 16.00 Mondays to Friday. Non-percussive
- Monday 8th
demolition
activities
take place
between 08.00
and 17.00
Monday to Friday, and
children
really
enjoyed
finding
out
between 08.00 and 13.00 on Saturdays. Noise emissions are closely monitored
on
Appointments
between
site to enable the team to stay within noise emission guidelines agreed by Tower
about
the
workings
of
the
trucks,
and
Hamlets. You may notice that the demolition team have been limiting the works
- Thursday 25th
carried out on Saturday mornings, which we hope will provide some respite.

especially sounding the horn!”.

14:00 – 18:00

Appointments between 08:30 – 12:30

2. Demolition work does invariably generate dust and is usually the dustiest stage of
development works. The water cannons used on site are part of a series of dust
mitigation measures used to mitigate dust. Unfortunately dust cannot be eliminated
We are
extremely
grateful
toonly
Green
because
of the nature
of the emission.
Dust can
be mitigated or suppressed.
Please contact The Morris Consultancy at
Please see further down in this letter more information on the dust mitigation
Build used
Environmental
andDust
to emissions
the staff
measures
at the Westferry site.
are at
closely monitored on site to
westferrye14@themorrisconsultancy.co.uk to arrange
enable the demolition team to stay within dust emission guidelines agreed by Tower
the School for their help with the visit.
Hamlets.
an appointment; alternatively please phone to book on

804994. Please note we can only accommodate
3. The stockpile closest to the Starboard Way boundary was removed two07487
weeks ago.
We apologise that the proximity of stockpiled concrete to Starboard Way has alarmed
a
maximum
of two people per session.
people, and caused people to be worry that garden walls would collapse. The garden
wall at the rear of Starboard Way has been deemed ‘safe’ by structural engineers
and surveys have indicated that the condition of the wall has not deteriorated since
the works commenced, nevertheless, we will be reinforcing the wall shortly.
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